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How Time is On Your Side

Through practical productivity tools and 
inspiring stories of people who make time for 
the things that matter to them, achieving your 
goals isn’t as farfetched as it seems. 

Hardcover   9781452171937
As low as $9.58 

Atomic Habits

No matter your goals, Atomic Habits offers a 
proven framework for improving--every day. 

Hardcover   9780735211292
As low as $19.98 

The Art of Quiet Influence

Organized around three core influence practices: 
Invite Participation, Share Power, and Aid Prog-
ress, readers will learn how to take mindfulness 
practice “out of the gym and onto the field.” 

Softcover   9781473687646
As low as $16.98 

The Infinite Game

The leaders who embrace an infinite mindset, in stark contrast, 
build stronger, more innovative, more inspiring organizations. 
They have the resilience to thrive in an ever-changing world, 
while their competitors fall by the wayside.

Hardcover   9780735213500
As low as $20.72 

The Obstacle Is The Way

If you’re feeling frustrated, demoralized, or stuck in a rut, 
this book can help you turn your problems into your biggest 
advantages. And along the way it will inspire you with dozens 
of true stories of the greats from every age and era.

Hardcover   9781591846352
As low as $18.50 

Outliers (The Story of Success)

The lives of outliers follow a peculiar and unexpected logic, 
and in uncovering that logic, Gladwell presents a fascinating 
blueprint for making the most of human potential--one that 
transforms the way we understand success.

Hardcover   9780316024976
As low as $24.42 

BUSINESS BOOKS

BUSINESS BOOKS 
FOR UNCERTAIN TIMES
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Customization Options (v):

• Cover Imprint (1-color): $1.00/book
• Promo-Pages (full-color printed): $2.00 / single-sided sheet

Bulk: 25 title minimum    Branded: 50 per title minimum

• Belly-Band Wrap (full-color printed): $2.00
• Set-Up Charge: $40 per decoration

Allow 10 days from proof approval.
Inquire for rush service.


